Abstract-Graphical user interfaces (GUIs), due to their event-driven nature, present an enormous and potentially unbounded way for users to interact with software. During testing, it is important to "adequately cover" this interaction space. In this paper, we develop a new family of coverage criteria for GUI testing grounded in combinatorial interaction testing. The key motivation of using combinatorial techniques is that they enable us to incorporate "context" into the criteria in terms of event combinations, sequence length, and by including all possible positions for each event. Our new criteria range in both efficiency (measured by the size of the test suite) and effectiveness (the ability of the test suites to detect faults). In a case study on eight applications, we automatically generate test cases and systematically explore the impact of context, as captured by our new criteria. Our study shows that by increasing the event combinations tested and by controlling the relative positions of events defined by the new criteria, we can detect a large number of faults that were undetectable by earlier techniques.
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INTRODUCTION
A N important characteristic of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) is that their behavior is tightly integrated with the context of their usage. As users invoke sequences of events (i.e., ClickOnCancelButton, TypeInText) on GUI widgets (i.e., CancelButton, TextBox), the underlying software responds (typically via the execution of an event handler, i.e., an ActionListener) in one of several ways. This may include a change to the software state, which may impact the execution of subsequent events. Hence, the context established by the sequence of preceding events in which an event executes may have an impact on how it executes. As Mathur notes [1] , there is a close connection between events in a software system and its states. This context-sensitive and state-based execution behavior of GUI events creates problems for testing; each event needs to be tested in multiple contexts. Current model-based GUI testing techniques either test only a subset of event sequences by restricting the sequence to length two or length three [2] , [3] or use a random method [4] , rather than a systematic one, to test longer sequences [2] , meaning that they can only consider a limited context.
The problem of event context and software testing is also relevant to the general class of event-driven software (EDS) [5] (sometimes termed reactive software [6] , [7] , [8] ), of which GUIs are a subclass, as well as to any testing technique that generates sequence-based test cases, such as in state-based testing [9] , [10] . In this paper, we restrict our study of event context to GUIs, but believe that our techniques may be relevant to these other domains.
We use the term GUI testing to mean that a GUI-based software application is tested solely by performing sequences of events on GUI widgets and the correctness of the software is determined by examining only the state of the GUI widgets. Although this type of testing interacts only with the GUI interface, the types of faults uncovered are varied. In recent work, Brooks et al. [11] characterized thousands of real faults detected via GUI testing and showed that a large proportion of faults detected are in the underlying business logic of the application, rather than in the GUI code itself.
The following example, obtained from our analysis of the Java open source program, FreeMind [12], helps to illustrate some real context-related issues in a fielded GUI application. In this program, there are four events we will call fe 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 ; e 4 g that correspond to {SetNodeToCloud, NewChildNode, NewParentNode, Undo}. The execution of either of the following three-event test sequences <e 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 > or <e 2 ; e 1 ; e 3 > throws an ArrayIndexOutOfBounds exception that should have been found and fixed during testing. There are several interesting points to note. First, the combination <e 2 ; e 3 > triggers the fault only when e 1 provides context (i.e., a cloud node) for this to happen. Hence, the order of the sequence of events is important, i.e., if we test <e 2 ; e 3 ; e 1 > the fault is not detected.
Second, there is a difference between whether or not the events are tested consecutively. While <e 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 > triggers the fault, inserting e 4 at strategic points in the sequence, i.e., <e 1 ; e 2 ; e 4 ; e 3 >, causes the fault to go undetected. In this example, having event e 4 interrupt this sequence masks the fault; however, sometimes such an insertion may cause a previously undetected fault to be exposed. Suppose we had used shorter (length two) sequences for testing (sometimes called smoke tests [3] ). If we test <e 2 ; e 3 >, the fault will be missed. But if we test this subsequence within a sequence of events greater than length two, then we still have the possibility of detecting this fault because <e 2 ; e 1 ; e 3 > contains the added context of e 1 .
Finally, the absolute position of the event within the sequence affects fault detection. If the event sequence <e 2 ; e 3 > begins the test case (as the first two events of this sequence), we have no chance of detecting it. However, if it appears somewhere later, then a sequence such as <e 1 ; . . . ; e 2 ; e 3 > may detect this fault as well (unless ". . . " contains e 4 immediately after e 1 , with no subsequent e 1 ). Similar test sequence-specific faults have been highlighted elsewhere [2] .
One method of modeling a GUI for testing creates a representation of events within windows (or components) called an event-flow-graph (EFG). Much like how a controlflow graph (CFG) encodes all possible execution paths in a program, an EFG represents all possible sequences of events that can be executed on the GUI. Coverage criteria based on the EFG have provided a notion of coverage of a GUI's event space for functional correctness [13] . However, these criteria cover sequences of events bounded by a specific length, which are essentially subpaths through an EFG; they have the flavor of path coverage [14] in the traditional CFG sense. It is usually only possible to satisfy these criteria for length-two event sequence coverage because the number of subpaths grows exponentially with length. Hence, these criteria, as is the case with CFG path coverage, are useful from a theoretic perspective; they have limited practical significance.
Since there are a large number of events that do not interact with the business logic of the GUI application, such as those responsible for opening and closing windows, a refinement of the EFG was developed called an eventinteraction graph (EIG) [2] . In an EIG, events are modeled that do not pertain to the structural nature of the GUI (opening, closing windows, etc.) but that, instead, interact with the underlying application, called system interaction events [2] . We refer to testing only these events as GUI interaction testing.
These observations motivate a more complete examination of context-informed interaction testing in GUIs. To incorporate context we must first address the following limitations of the current techniques:
1. We lack GUI modeling methods that abstract the system interaction events in such a way that we can capture context in long event sequences. 2. We lack a systematic exploration of the impact of context-aware GUI interaction testing on fault detection. 3. We lack test adequacy criteria that sufficiently capture this new model of event sequences and that consider 1) event positions within test cases, 2) whether certain events are consecutive or not, and 3) test case length. In a recent short paper [15] , we explored ideas from combinatorial interaction testing (or CIT) [16] to study a new automated technique to generate long test cases for GUIs systematically sampled at a particular coverage strength, where a higher strength indicates that we are systematically testing more unique combinations of events. To facilitate this, we developed a new abstraction of GUI systeminteraction events. A preliminary feasibility study on one application showed that the CIT-based technique was able to detect previously undetected faults at a reasonable cost.
In this paper, we explore these ideas more thoroughly. We present a family of context-aware GUI interaction testing criteria that use abstract event combinations, consider sequence length, and all possible positions of events within each sequence. We begin with a new model for events that is an abstraction of the EFG, a system interaction event set (SIES). We then use key concepts from CIT [16] , [17] to help describe our new criteria. Our motivation for using CIT as a starting point is that the coverage of a set of sequence-based test cases can be described and computed in terms of the 2, 3, 4, or t-way relationships that are maintained between GUI events in all possible combinations of t-locations in the sequences. Our new GUI model, SIES, enables us to generate test cases using covering arrays [17] (see Section 2). We note, however, that the strict definition of CIT may be unnecessary for GUI testing and explore variations that are more cost-effective, but that provide less coverage. We define a family of criteria with varying degrees of GUI interaction coverage.
We then embark on the first comprehensive study of event-interaction coverage that considers context of events within test sequences. We present a large case study on eight well-studied applications to evaluate the effectiveness of this criteria on fault detection and test suite size.
The results of our study show that by increasing event combination strength and controlling starting and ending positions of events, our test cases are able to detect a large number of faults not detected by exhaustive test suites of short tests. This increase is directly reflected in increased percentages of event strength coverage in our new criteria. Moreover, although the stronger of our new criteria require larger suites than the weaker criteria, these suites also detect additional faults. The specific contributions of this work include:
. New coverage criteria that consider event combination strength, sequence length, and all possible starting and ending positions for each event. . An abstraction of the stateful GUI domain that allows us to recast the GUI test-case generation problem as one of combinatorial interaction testing. . Evaluation of the new criteria via a large case study. The next section provides related work on test sequences, some background on GUI testing, and an overview of combinatorial interaction testing. Section 3 describes the new CIT-based adequacy criteria. Sections 4 through 6 present the design of the case study, its results, and limitations. Finally, Section 7 concludes with a discussion of future work.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A primary problem for GUI testing is that the length of the event sequence invoked by the user is often unbounded. There are an enormous number of possible permutations of these events, which in turn means the context for testing is very large; testing all possible sequences a user may invoke is not possible. Instead, current GUI testing attempts to drive the software into different states by generating sequences that represent a sample of the entire state space.
Suppose, for example, that a user can invoke any of the following events on a drawing canvas in any order: {copy, paste, resize, rotate90, color, erase}. The sequence <rotate90, color, copy, paste> may behave differently than the sequence <rotate90, color, paste, copy> because execution of the event handler code for copy and paste may differ, i.e., different values of variables may be read/written, different branches or paths may be executed. This relatively small set of events leads to 36 unique length-two sequences, over 7,500 unique length-five sequences, and more than 60 million unique length-ten sequences. During the execution of these sequences, the software may, in principle, transition through millions of different states.
Recent research has demonstrated that 1. GUI events interact in complex ways; a GUI's response to an event may vary depending on the context established by preceding events and their execution order [2] , 2. GUI-event coverage is statistically related to the likelihood of detecting certain kinds of faults [18] , 3. long test sequences are able to detect faults missed by short ones, even when the latter are systematically generated [19] , and 4. events that interact directly with the underlying program business logic, as opposed to opening/ closing menus/windows, are more likely to trigger faults [2] . This suggests that we need systematic coverage criteria for GUI testing that considers these issues.
There has been no prior work (other than in [15] ) defining coverage criteria for GUI test sequences based on combinatorial interaction testing. However, several researchers have developed and studied criteria for test sequences in other domains, although context has not been their explicit focus in terms of event permutations and positions. Daniels and Tai [20] define and compare a number of coverage criteria, for object-oriented software, based on method sequencing constraints for a class. The constraints impose restrictions on method behaviors and are derived from specifications of a class. Their goal is to execute sequences of instance methods that are obtained from the sequencing constraints and evaluate their results for correctness. Similarly, Farooq et al. [21] develop new coverage criteria based on colored Petri net models and use them for automatic generation of test sequences. They convert UML 2.0 activity diagrams, which are a behavioral type of UML diagram, into a colored Petri net. They define two types of structural coverage criteria for activity-diagram-based models, namely, sequential and concurrent coverage.
Several other researchers have relied on existing conventional criteria for test sequences. For example, Inkumsah and Xie [22] use branch coverage to evaluate test cases, which are method sequences for object-oriented programs. Similarly, Gallagher and Offutt [23] use classical graph coverage criteria on data-flow graphs for integration testing of object-oriented software that uses components that are developed by different vendors, in different languages, where the implementation sources are not all available. Gargantini and Riccobene [24] use similar graph criteria on abstract-state machines to evaluate the adequacy of test cases generated from a model checker.
The work presented in this paper is unique in that it builds upon the foundation laid by combinatorial interaction testing [16] and applies this to GUI testing. This section first discusses prior work on GUI testing and then casts prior work on combinatorial interaction testing in GUI terms.
GUI Testing
A large body of research on software testing for GUIs exists [13] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] Model-based techniques have been used to automate certain aspects of GUI testing. For example, manually created state machine models [25] , [27] have been used to generate test cases. The nature and fault-detection effectiveness of generated test cases depend largely on the definition of "GUI states." Other work on GUI testing has focused on graph models to minimize manual work. The most successful graph models that have been used for GUI test-case generation include EFGs and EIGs [3] . The nodes in these graphs represent GUI events; edges represent different types of relationships between pairs of events.
An EFG models all possible event sequences that may be executed on a GUI. It is a directed graph that contains nodes (one for each event in the GUI) and edges that represent a relationship between events. An edge from node n x to node n y means that the event represented by n y may be performed immediately after the event represented by n x . This relationship is called follows. Note that a state machine model that is equivalent to this graph can also be constructed-the state would capture the possible events that can be executed on the GUI at any instant; transitions cause state changes whenever the number and type of available events change. The EFG is represented by two sets: 1) a set of nodes N representing events in the GUI and 2) a set E of ordered pairs ðe x ; e y Þ, where fe x ; e y g N, representing the directed edges in the EFG; ðe x ; e y Þ 2 E iff e y follows e x . An important property of a GUI's EFG is that it can be constructed semi-automatically using a reverse engineering technique called GUI Ripping [3] . A GUI Ripper automatically traverses a GUI under test and extracts the hierarchical structure of the GUI and events that may be performed on the GUI. The result of this process is the EFG.
EIG nodes, on the other hand, do not represent events to open or close menus, or open windows. The result is a more compact, and hence more efficient, GUI model. An EFG can be automatically transformed into an EIG by using graphrewriting rules (details presented in [2] ). Fig. 1 presents a GUI that consists of four events, Cut, Copy, Paste, and Edit. Fig. 1b shows the GUI's EFG, the four nodes represent the four events, the edges represent the follows relationships. For example, in this EFG, the event Copy follows Edit, represented by a directed edge from the node labeled Edit to Copy. Fig. 1c shows the corresponding EIG. Note that the EIG does not contain the Edit event. In fact, the graph-rewriting rule used to obtain this EIG was to 1) delete Edit because it is a menu-open event, 2) for all remaining events e x replace each edge ðe x ; EditÞ with edge ðe x ; e y Þ for each occurrence of edge ðEdit; e y Þ, and 3) for all e y , delete all edges ðEdit; e y Þ and store the mapping "e y ! ðEdit; e y Þ" for use during test execution. The GUI's EIG is fully connected with three nodes representing the three events.
The basic motivation of using a graph model to represent a GUI is that graph-traversal algorithms (with well-known runtime complexities) may be used to "walk" the graph, enumerating the events along the visited nodes, thereby generating test cases. A technique to generate test cases, each corresponding to an EIG edge has been developed; these test cases are called smoke tests [3] . Two examples of such lengthtwo smoke test cases for our example of Fig. 1c are <Copy; Cut> and <Cut; P aste>. There are a total of nine such tests-one for each EIG edge. Because EIG nodes do not represent events to open/close menus or open windows, other events (in this case Edit) needed to reach the EIG events are automatically generated at execution time using the mappings fCut ! ðEdit; CutÞ, P aste ! ðEdit; P asteÞ, Copy ! ðEdit; CopyÞg stored earlier, yielding an executable test case [3] . The two test cases will "expand" to <Edit; Copy; Edit; Cut> and <Edit; Cut; Edit; P aste>.
Based on these graph models, a class of coverage criteria called event-based criteria has been defined [13] . These criteria use events and event sequences to specify a measure of GUI test adequacy. A GUI component is defined as the basic unit of testing. The GUI is represented by its components and their interactions. Two types of criteria are defined: 1) an intracomponent criteria for events within a component and 2) an intercomponent criteria for events across components.
However, these criteria did not account for context, sequence length, and position of events in a test case.
In more recent work [15] , we used covering arrays to generate long event sequences. Although we did not have a notion of test adequacy, our test cases were useful-a feasibility study on one subject application showed that the new technique was able to detect faults that were previously undetected. Our current work formalizes the notion of using combinatorial interaction testing by defining adequacy criteria that capture context.
Combinatorial Interaction Testing
The basis for combinatorial interaction testing is a covering array. A covering array (written as CAðN; t; k; vÞ) is an N Â k array on v symbols with the property that every N Â t subarray contains all ordered subsets of size t of the v symbols at least once [17] . In other words, any subset of t-columns of this array will contain all t-combinations of the symbols. We use this definition of a covering array to define the GUI event sequences. 1 Suppose we want to test sequences of length four and each location in this sequence can contain exactly one of three events (ClearCanvas, DrawCircle, Refresh), as is shown in Fig. 2 . Testing all combinations of these sequences requires 81 test cases. We can instead sample this system, including all sequences of shorter size, perhaps two. We model this sequence as a CAðN; 2; 4; 3Þ (top portion of Fig. 2 ). The strength of our sample is determined by t. For instance, we set t ¼ 2 in the example and include all pairs of events between all four locations. If we examine any two columns of the covering array, we will find all nine combinations of event sequences at least once. In this example, there are 54 event sequences of length two which consider the sequence location. This can be compared with testing only the nine event sequences which would be used in our prior generation technique for smoke tests (see bottom portion of Fig. 2 ). The number of test cases required for the t-way property, is N. In our example, we generate a CAð9; 2; 4; 3Þ, i.e., a 9 Â 4 array on the three events with the property that every 9 Â 2 subarray contains all ordered subsets of size 2 of the three events at least once. Since the primary cost of running the test case is the setup cost, we cover many more event sequences for almost the same cost as our smoke tests. In general, we cannot guarantee that the size of N will be the same as the shorter sequence, but it will grow logarithmically in k rather than exponentially as does the number of all possible sequences of length k [16] .
Covering arrays have been used extensively to test input parameters of programs [16] , [34] , [35] as well as to test system configurations [36] , [37] , [38] . Other uses of covering array sampling have been suggested, such as testing software product line families [39] and databases [40] . A special type of a covering array, an orthogonal array, developed from Latin squares, has been previously used to define GUI tests by White [31] ; however, this work used covering arrays in a stateless manner to define subsets of the input parameter combinations. Bryce et al. used covering arrays to test a flight guidance system also modeled with state variables [41] ; however, only event sequences of length one were considered. In this paper, we use covering arrays to sample long event sequences, where events must consider state (determined by location in sequence and all prior events).
EVENT COVERAGE TEST ADEQUACY
This section presents a family of event coverage adequacy criteria created to capture our notion of interaction coverage. The strongest criterion (described last) is derived directly from a covering array, while the other criteria are relaxations of this sampling technique. They are meant to capture specific types of context manifested by consecutive and interrupting events.
We begin by defining event-tuples and event positions in a sequence. Assume, we have a set of events E, and each event can occupy any location p in the sequence S of length k. Our first definition does not assume a specific position (or context) within a sequence of the events, but rather defines a combination of events that occur in order somewhere within the sequence.
Definition. An event-t-tuple ðe i ; e j ; . . . ; e t Þ is an ordered tuple of size t of events from E. A set of events E gives rise to jEj t event-t-tuples, i.e., all possible permutations of events.
The example shown in Fig. 3 labels two events e 1 and e 2 (other events are not labeled). There are four possible event-2-tuples for these two events-ðe 1 ; e 1 Þ, ðe 1 ; e 2 Þ, ðe 2 ; e 1 Þ, and ðe 2 ; e 2 Þ, shown in Fig. 3a . In a sequence of length 5, shown in Fig. 3b , these event-2-tuples can occur with and without other events between them and in any location in the sequence.
To account for context, we need to associate positions within a sequence to specific events. The next few definitions allow for context.
Definition. An event-position in a length-k sequence S is an ordered pair ðe; pÞ, where event e 2 E is at position p (1 p k).
In the first row of the table seen in Fig. 3b , we see event e 1 in position 1 of the sequence; therefore, this is the event-position ðe 1 ; 1Þ. Similarly, for e 2 in the same sequence, the event-position is ðe 2 ; 2Þ.
Given a sequence S of length k, we now extend the event-position concept to a vector.
Definition. An event-t-sequence is a vector of eventpositions of length t, <ðe i ; p 1 Þ; ðe j ; p 2 Þ; . . . ; ðe n ; p t Þ>, where k ! t, 1 p x k for all x, 1 x t, p 1 < p 2 < Á Á Á < p t , and e i ; e j ; . . . e n 2 E.
In Fig. 3b , <ðe 1 ; 1Þ; ðe 2 ; 2Þ> in the first row and <ðe 1 ; 1Þ; ðe 2 ; 3Þ> in the second row are both event-2-sequences. Note that the definition includes the same events in different positions; hence, it is perfectly reasonable to have <ðe 1 ; 1Þ; ðe 1 ; 2Þ> in a sequence if e 1 appears in positions 1 and 2. A single length k-sequence, S, with k ! t has k t À Á event-t-sequences within it. As the FreeMind example in Section 1 illustrates, for GUI fault detection it is important to distinguish between event sequences in which certain events are required to appear consecutively versus allowing other events to appear in between, thereby establishing a different context of execution. We now allow for this distinction, leading to two different concepts of test adequacy.
Definition. An event-consecutive-t-sequence is an event-tsequence <ðe i ; p 1 Þ; ðe j ; p 2 Þ; . . . ;
That is, the events in an event-consecutive-t-sequence must be in adjacent positions. In Fig. 3b , we have shown the expansion of all possible positions for the event-2-tuple ðe 1 ; e 2 Þ in a length-5 sequence. The event-consecutive-2-sequences are shown in the highlighted rows.
We can use these definitions to develop our first notion of event coverage adequacy. The coverage is tied to both the event combination strength t, as well as the length of the sequence k. Context comes from the notion of position in the sequence.
Definition. A test suite is t-cover adequate if it executes all
possible event-t-tuples (all possible permutations of events) in the form of an event-consecutive-t-sequence at least once.
Examining the set of three length-5 test sequences in Fig. 3c , we see that all four event-2-tuples appear in the form of an event-consecutive-2-sequence at least once. For example, the first test sequence covers ðe 1 ; e 2 Þ, ðe 2 ; e 1 Þ, and ðe 2 ; e 2 Þ; the second covers ðe 1 ; e 1 Þ. This set of test sequences has 100 percent 2-cover adequacy. If we generate only length-2 sequences (which, in fact, are our smoke tests), then for 100 percent 2-cover adequacy, we need the four sequences shown in Fig. 3a . Whenever t ¼¼ k, a t-cover adequate test suite is equivalent to an exhaustive enumeration of sequences of length k. In general, longer, carefully chosen sequences should allow us to achieve better coverage using fewer sequences.
Going back to our FreeMind example of Section 1, a 3-cover adequate suite for this application would contain all possible event-3-tuples in the form of an event-consecutive-3-sequence, including the exception-causing sequences <e 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 > and <e 3 ; e 2 ; e 1 >.
We now consider event sequences that are not consecutive. Given a sequence S of length k, where k > t, if we have at least one event-t-sequence contained within it that is non-consecutive (i.e., there is at least one event-position interrupting this sequence), we call this an event-nonconsecutive-t-sequence.
Definition. An event-non-consecutive-t-sequence is an event-t-sequence <ðe i ; p 1 Þ; ðe j ; p 2 Þ; . . . ðe n ; p t Þ>, where p 1 < p 2 < Á Á Á < p t , such that at least one interval ðp 2 À p 1 Þ; . . . ; ðp t À p tÀ1 Þ is greater than 1.
In Fig. 3b , the nonshaded rows represent event-nonconsecutive-2-sequences for the event-2-tuple ðe 1 ; e 2 Þ.
This brings us to our next adequacy coverage metric.
Definition. A test suite is t þ -cover adequate if it executes all possible event-t-tuples in the form of an event-non-consecutive-t-sequence at least once. Adequacy is zero when t ¼¼ k.
In Fig. 3b , there are six possible event-non-consecutive-2-sequences to choose from for each of the event-2-tuples. To satisfy a 2 þ -cover, we need to select only one of each. For instance in rows 2, 3, and 4, we have a single event-2-tuple represented by different event-non-consecutive-2-sequences. Only one of these is needed to satisfy coverage. In Fig. 3c , the three test sequences cover all event-2-tuples in an eventnon-consecutive-2-sequence at least once; therefore, it has 100 percent 2 þ -cover adequacy. We can combine these two coverage metrics to get a third notion of adequacy.
Definition. A test suite is t
Ã -cover adequate if it is both t-cover adequate and t þ -cover adequate for a common set of events E.
A 2 Ã -cover for Fig. 3a requires at least eight event-tsequences (four event-consecutive-2-sequences and four eventnon-consecutive-2-sequences). We have 100 percent 2-cover adequacy, but 0 percent 2 þ -cover adequacy (recall that, by definition, this is 0 when t ¼¼ k). Therefore, we have only 50 percent 2 Ã -cover adequacy. However, Fig. 3c has both 100 percent 2-cover and 2 þ -cover adequacy as well as 100 percent 2 Ã -cover adequacy. If we want to consider context more completely for testing, then the length of S when k > t, dictates a stronger set of testing contexts, i.e., testing from all possible starting states. There are k t À Á Â jEj t possible event-t-sequences, which means that the same set of event-t-tuples can be tested from many different positions. This is not captured in our adequacy so far. To define this criteria, we use a covering array from traditional CIT and extend it to the notion of sequences defined above.
Definition. A test suite with test cases of length k is t-k-covering array adequate when t < k and it contains all possible event-tsequences at least once. Covering array adequacy is not defined when t ¼¼ k since this is an exhaustive enumeration of all possible event permutations.
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A 2-5-covering array for the events in Fig. 3a requires that we include all of the possible combinations of event-2-sequences. There are 40 combinations that must be covered in a length-5 sequence for this set of two events.
If we examine the test sequences in Fig. 3c , although we have 100 percent adequacy for a 2 Ã -cover, the 2-5-covering array adequacy is only 70 percent (28 of the 40 event-2-sequences are covered). For instance, the event-2-sequence <ðe 1 ; 2Þ; ðe 2 ; 4Þ> seen in row six of Fig. 3b is missing from the set of test sequences.
So far we have measured adequacy for t ¼ 2, but we can easily extend this to t ¼ 3; 4; . . . , etc. The 3-cover adequacy for Fig. 3c is 87.5 percent. We are missing an eventconsecutive-3-sequence for the event-3-tuple ðe 1 ; e 1 ; e 1 Þ. The 3 þ -cover is also missing an event-non-consecutive-3-sequence for the event-3-tuple ðe 2 ; e 1 ; e 1 Þ. Together they provide 87.5 percent adequacy for the 3 Ã -cover. The 3-5-covering array adequacy is much lower. Only 30 event-3-sequences are covered (out of 80) for an adequacy of 37.5 percent.
Our adequacy criteria have a clear subsumption relationship when k > 2. The t-k-covering array subsumes all other adequacy criteria, while the t Ã -cover subsumes both t þ -cover and t-cover adequacy.
CASE STUDY
We now describe a case study to systematically explore the effectiveness of our new adequacy criteria on event context. The overall research question that we aim to answer is: "Is there a correlation between the defined coverage-adequate test criteria and fault detection?" To answer this question, we begin with a characterization of test suites using the strongest coverage criteria defined, t-k-covering array adequate test coverage. Our characterization first examines fault detection and then quantifies the coverage of subsumed adequacy within these test suites. We then examine how specific test suites developed for each of the adequacy criteria perform with respect to fault detection.
Study Setup
We selected two different sets of subjects for our study. The first set consists of four applications: TerpPaint, TerpPresent, TerpSpreadSheet, and TerpWord of the TerpOffice suite developed at the University of Maryland. 3 We have used TerpOffice in numerous experiments before, and are very familiar with its code and functionality, which is very important, as Step 2 of the study procedure will show. To minimize threats to external validity, our second set consists of four open source GUIbased applications (CrosswordSage 0.3.5, FreeMind 0.8.0, GanttProject 2.0.1, JMSN 0.9.9b2) downloaded from SourceForge. These applications have also been used in our previous experiments [42] ; details of why they were chosen have been presented therein.
For the TerpOffice applications, a GUI fault is defined as a mismatch, detected by a test oracle, between an "ideal" (or expected) and actual GUI state. Hence, to detect faults, a description of the ideal GUI execution state is needed. We develop the test oracle from a "golden" version of the subject application and use the oracle to test other fault-seeded versions of the application. An automated tool executes each event in each test case on the golden version, and captures the GUI state (widgets, properties, and values) automatically by using the Java Swing API. The state information is then converted to a sequence of assertEquals(X, Y) statements, where X is the extracted value of a widget's property. Y is a placeholder that is instantiated with the corresponding value extracted from the fault-seeded version. The method assertEquals() returns TRUE if its two parameters are equal, otherwise FALSE. The test cases are also executed on each fault-seeded version (one fault per version). The results of the assertEquals() are recorded. If, after an event e in a test case t executes on fault seeded version F i , even one assertEquals() method returns FALSE, then t is said to have "detected the fault F i ." The number of seeded faults relevant to this study seeded in TerpPaint, TerpPresent, TerpSpreadSheet, and TerpWord, are 116, 126, 114, and 71, respectively.
In the SourceForge application set, we rely on naturally occurring faults. Here, the application is said to have passed a test case if it did not crash (terminate unexpectedly or throw an uncaught exception) during the test case's execution; otherwise, it failed. Such crashes may be detected automatically by the script used to execute the test cases. Due to their popularity, these applications have undergone quality assurance before release. To further eliminate "obvious" bugs, we used a static analysis tool called FindBugs [43] on these applications; after the study, we verified that none of our reported bugs were detected by FindBugs.
We generate and execute smoke tests using the EIGbased algorithm for all subjects; the faults detected by these test cases are labeled "smoke faults" and no longer used in this study (they are not included in the seeded fault numbers mentioned above).
Study Procedure
The study is conducted in six steps on each subject application independently, as described next. The most complex part of this study is the completion of the first three steps through test-case generation. To achieve our new coverage criteria, we need to control permutations of events and their positions; covering arrays provide the strongest coverage criteria. However, they also provide some unique challenges that need careful modeling and preparation.
When combining events, one must consider that GUI events have strict structural constraints (i.e., the event PrinterProperties in the Print window can be executed only after the Print window is open) and complex GUI-statebased dependencies (i.e., execution of one event results in a GUI state in which another event is enabled/disabled); one cannot simply concatenate different events together to obtain a single executable test case-certain events may be unavailable or disabled. Our study procedure explicitly models and adds state-based constraints that reduce the need for structural ordering relationships between GUI events. The first step in the study models and creates the SIES to be used as the basis for the covering array algorithm. The second step generates the test cases for our study. The third step takes the output of the covering arrays and converts them into executable tests. The fourth and fifth steps run our tests, detect faults, and capture coverage, while the last step analyzes our results for the various coverage criteria developed in Section 3. Details for each step are described next.
Step 1. Prepare the GUI Model for Covering Arrays
In this step, we use our reverse engineering tool GUI Ripper to create the event-interaction graph (EIG) model. Details of the GUI Ripper have been described in earlier reported work [3] . Here, it is sufficient to know that the Ripper automatically traverses the GUI structure of the program under study; the output is the EIG. The most important property of EIGs for this work is that the EIG may not contain all the events in the GUI, some events are abstracted away; we will revisit the impact of this property in Step 4. We next group the events by functionality. The events within each group constitute the events for a single model that are used to generate test sequences. Events that are not contained within the same group will not be tested together. However, one event may be a part of multiple groups. This part of our process is currently done manually. Domain knowledge is required to determine which events are likely to be included in similar functionality. Future work is to automate this process through the use of historical data on similar domains. The output is a model that lists the specific event groups as well as the number of events per group. The groups and their number of events (#Events(v)) are shown for each of our applications in Table 1 ; note that because groups may be overlapping, the "Total" column is not the sum of events in the groups shown-the Total column shows the number of unique events in the groups.
Once the event graphs and groups have been identified, it is necessary to specify constraints on events such that the generated event sequences are executable. This is necessary because some events may not run without a set of prior setup events, or must occur only after another event has been fired. For instance, in TerpSpreadSheet, the Undo event requires that one of the events Cut, Paste, PasteSpecial, Clear occurs first; otherwise, Undo remains disabled; we will use these constraints in Step 4. This ends the modeling stage of our test-case generation.
Step 2. Generate Covering Arrays
We generate t-10-covering arrays for our test cases, i.e., strength t covering arrays with 10 columns. There are three inputs to this step of the process. The first is k, which determines the length of our abstract sequences (i.e., those that may need the insertion of other events to become executable). In this study, k ¼ 10 for all of our subjects. This was chosen heuristically as the longest feasible size for overall success with our test harness. The second is the number of abstract events per location, v, with a list of the v abstract events that are to be tested. This comes from the previous step. The third is the strength of the desired covering array, t. Using these parameters, a covering array is generated using one of the known covering array generation algorithms; simulated annealing [17] .
The covering array contains N rows consisting of abstract events. In this study, we generate covering arrays for consecutive successive strengths starting at t ¼ 2 until our arrays reach sizes larger than 20,000 test sequences. This number was chosen due to resource limitations. The sizes of these covering arrays and the number of test cases generated per group is shown in Section 5, Tables 4 and  5 . The strengths of covering arrays in our subjects ranges from t ¼ 2 to t ¼ 8. (Two groups of TerpWord had only three events, allowing us to increase t to 8.) The majority of our groups are not tested beyond t ¼ 4. These covering arrays, each row corresponding to an abstract event sequence, are then passed to the next phase for translation into executable tests.
Step 3. Generate Executable Tests
The abstract event sequences from Step 2 are expanded in this step to generate executable test cases. The expansion process is done in two stages. We will explain these stages via an example. Consider an actual abstract event sequence <WriteInTable, ComputeAverage, WriteInTable, Undo, InputFunction, Count, InputFunction, ComputeSum, ComputeMin, ComputeSum> from the 2-way covering array for Group 2 of TerpSpreadSheet. First, the constraints from Step 2 are used to increase the test case's chances of executing to completion by ensuring that none of the events are disabled. In this example sequence, we know that Undo will remain disabled unless it is preceded with specific events; hence, event Copy is inserted before Undo, resulting in the expanded sequence <WriteInTable, ComputeAverage, WriteInTable, Copy, Undo, InputFunction, Count, InputFunction, ComputeSum, ComputeMin, ComputeSum>. However, certain parts of the sequence are still not executable; for example, the subsequence <WriteInTable, ComputeAverage> cannot be executed; event ComputeAverage is not available in the GUI after event WriteInTable has been executed. Additional events are needed to "drive" the GUI so that ComputeAverage becomes available. Hence, in the second stage of expansion, some events that were abstracted away in Step 1 are now reinserted to "reach" other events; these reaching events are obtained automatically [2] . The fully expanded sequence is <WriteInTable, Function(Menu), ComputeAverage, WriteInTable, Edit(Menu), Copy, Edit(Menu), Undo, InputFunction, Function(Menu), Count, InputFunction, Function(Menu), ComputeSum, Function(Menu), ComputeMin, Function(Menu), ComputeSum>, where events Function(Menu) and Edit(Menu) correspond to "click-on-Function-menu" and "click-on-Editmenu," respectively.
Step 4. Execute Test Cases
Each application is launched in a state in which most of the events are enabled-in all cases, this requires loading a previously saved application file. Because we need 1,257,619 test runs, we use a cluster of 40 machines to speed up execution; all are Pentium 4 2.8 GHz Dual-CPUs with 1 GB memory, running Red Hat Enterprise Linux version 2.6.9-11. The total time used is nine days per machine. Data are collected via our automated oracle to determine test cases that detect faults; this forms the error report. (Later analysis of the error reports confirmed that the faults detected by the smoke tests were subsumed by the covering-array-based tests.)
Step 5. Compute Coverage
The input to this step is the set of test cases and the last successfully executed location in the sequence. This datum is analyzed against all of our coverage criteria. We calculate the adequacy up through the last executed sequence in a test case. Our denominator is the number of required t-tuples and their associated event-positions for the particular adequacy criterion being measured. The results of this computation are discussed in Section 5.
Step 6. Analyzing Test Adequate Suites
Our final step is to analyze our data for the various coverage criteria developed in Section 3. We use a greedy technique for this process. Since our t-10-covering array contains the highest possible coverage, we use these test cases as our starting point. For each group and each strength (t) that finds at least one fault, we find a subset of test cases from its corresponding covering array that will satisfy the maximum coverage for each of the adequacy criteria, one row at a time. We begin by selecting a test case (randomly from among the best when there is a tie) that gives us the highest coverage for the adequacy criteria desired. We then select the test case that has the largest increase in cumulative coverage. We continue adding test cases until we have reached the maximum coverage obtainable for that criterion in our covering array. For instance, if we are interested in a 2-cover adequate test suite and the original 2-10-covering array for that subject/ group was 95 percent 2-cover adequate, we select test cases until we reach 95 percent coverage. We note that we do not restrict the test cases to those which are length 10. Although most of the selected test cases are length 10, it is possible that ones which did not run to completion (i.e., have a shorter length) are selected by the algorithm when this provides the largest increase in coverage. To obtain our t Ã -cover suites, we take a set union (eliminating duplicates) of the corresponding t-cover and t þ -cover test suites. This is an upper bound on the size of the suites since we may be able to remove duplicate coverage, but we are guaranteed to have complete t Ã coverage by doing this. To compute the fault detection of each coverage-adequate test suite, we analyze the fault matrices from the covering array test execution runs.
Practical Limitations of Study Procedure
As is the case for conventional software where there are infeasible paths in programs, we may have infeasible sequences in our test cases. These infeasible sequences cause some of our test cases to not run to completion. Similar problems have been noted in other state-based testing domains [9] . However, we do not know which event sequences are infeasible a priori. The impact of this situation on test adequacy is expected to be similar to that of adequacy for statement or branch coverage in a program. We can only cover 100 percent of the feasible sequences. In this work, we do not attempt to repair infeasible sequences, but leave that as a future avenue to pursue. The parts of the test cases that did not execute are recorded; we use this information to characterize our test cases in the next section. In this study, we devised several domain-specific modeling steps to reduce the generation of those event sequences that execute infeasible paths. Many of these steps are done manually. First, we manually group events together by functionality. Second, we manually identify constraints on events such that the generated event sequences are likely to be executable. We consider this manual effort to be a serious limitation of our test-case generation techniques. We will pursue this limitation in future work.
Independent and Dependent Variables
For our study, the independent variables are the coverage criteria described in the previous section, t-10-covering array adequate test suites, t-cover, t þ -cover, and t Ã -cover test suites. We use a single t-10-covering array for each subject/group/ strength, but we generate five test suites for each of the other coverage-adequate test suites. We do this to reduce the likelihood that a random choice of test case impacts our results. The dependent variables are the covered percentage for each criterion defined, fault detection, and test suite size.
Threats to Validity
We have tried to reduce threats to validity of our study but, as with all experiments, there are limitations to the results that can be inferred. We discuss the main threats here. The first threat that we identify is the threat to generalization of our results. Four of our subjects (the TerpOffice applications) were written by students in a university setting. We believe, however, that these are realistic GUI applications and they have been used in many other studies. To reduce this threat, we have selected four open source applications as well. Another threat is that we have run only a single covering array for each strength of each group, but we have generated each one independently of the others and believe that the general trends are still valid. Given the large resources required to run all of these tests suites, we do not believe that we could have performed such a broad study and run multiple covering arrays at each strength as well.
The second threat we address is that of internal validity. All of our testing is performed in an automated fashion and we use many programs to analyze the resulting data. We have validated our programs and have hand-analyzed subsets of the data to confirm the results obtained are accurate. We have cross-checked our adequacy of suites using more than one program.
Finally, it is possible that we have selected the wrong metrics (construct validity) for study, but we believe that fault detection, coverage, and test suite size are important metrics that impact test suite effectiveness and are a reasonable starting point for evaluation.
CHARACTERIZATION OF GENERATED TEST SUITES
To answer our research question, we begin with a characterization of the covering array test suite developed in Step 2. In this section, we quantify the fault detection of our covering array test suites which represents the maximum possible fault detection. We then quantify the various adequacy criteria within each test suite. In the next section, we examine the effectiveness of the different adequacy criteria test suites developed in Step 6. We examine this with respect to both fault detection and the size of the test suites.
Overall Fault Detection
Since all subjects were tested prior to this study with smoke tests, any fault found in this study is new and considered undetectable by them. Table 2 shows the detailed fault data for each subject of TerpOffice for the highest adequacy criterion, t-10-covering arrays. In this table, each row is a test suite labeled T CA t¼n , where T CA stands for the covering array test suite and t ¼ n is the strength of the covering array for testing. The columns of this table are the different groups tested in each application. A dash in a cell means that we did not have a test suite at that strength. The totals shown for each test suite and each group represent the total unique faults found. The columns and rows cannot simply be added since there is overlap in fault detection for both of the test suites and for the groups; some groups share events and faulty code.
In the TerpOffice applications, we detected a large number of faults that were previously undetected. In TerpPaint, we found a total of 82 (out of 116) new faults across all groups. In TerpPresent, we uncovered 119 (out of 126) new faults. As we increased our strength of testing, the number of faults detected usually increased within individual groups. For instance, we found five new faults in Group 3 of TerpPaint at t ¼ 2 and eight faults at t ¼ 3. TerpSpreadSheet and TerpWord show similar results for a total of 66 (out of 114) and 40 (out of 71) new faults, respectively. In TerpWord, we found new faults only in a small number of groups (1-3), but the trends for those groups hold. Although an increase in covering array strength usually increased the number of faults, we did see some exceptions. For instance, in TerpSpreadsheet, Group 6, we found 10 faults when t ¼ 3; however, for t ¼ 4, we found only 9 of the 10 previously found faults. We attribute this to chance; a specific longer sequence needed to detect this fault happened to appear in the lower strength test suite. Fig. 4 shows the cumulative fault coverage across all groups by covering array strength for the TerpOffice applications. The last column for each subject is the t-10-covering array fault detection, labeled CA. The other columns represent the other adequacy criteria and are discussed later.
In the SourceForge applications, we found new faults as well, but not as many as were found in the TerpOffice applications. This is expected since they are real faults and only detected by crashes, rather than seeded ones detected by oracles. Table 3 shows the results for each of these applications. In CrosswordSage and JMSN, no new faults were found, but in FreeMind, we uncovered four new faults and in GanttProject we detected seven. Once again, the strength of the test suite seems to correlate with the ability to find new faults. For instance, in GanttProject, we found no new faults in Group 1 when t ¼ 2 but found three new faults when t ¼ 3. Fig. 5 shows the cumulative fault coverage for all of the SourceForge applications.
Adequacy of Test Suites
The next part of our characterization analyzes the coverage of our test suites based on the context-based adequacy criteria developed in Section 3. We have seen that more faults are found in higher strength covering arrays, but in some cases, we find that increasing strength does not improve fault detection at all or only does so slightly. To obtain more insight into this, we examine the adequacy of the covering array test suites. Fig. 6 shows data for two TerpOffice applications and two SourceForge applications. In each graph, we have selected two groups to show. We see similar trends in the other applications/groups. We measure the adequacy up to t þ 1, where t is the highest strength test suite in a group. For instance, TerpSpreadSheet Group 6 (Fig. 6a) was tested up to t ¼ 5; therefore, we show coverage up through t ¼ 6. In Group 1 (right portion of the same graph), we tested up to t ¼ 3 so we show coverage up to t ¼ 4. On the x-axis, we list the t þ -cover (þ), t-cover (cov), t Ã -cover (Ã), followed by the t-k-covering array (CA) adequacy, for each t, while on the y-axis we show the percent adequacy. Each of the delineated regions on the x-axis represents a single t-10-covering array test suite, labeled as Gx:TCAt ¼ y, where x stands for the group number and y stands for the strength of testing; G2 : TCAt ¼ 2 is a t ¼ 2 array for Group 2.
We see that even in the case where we had many test cases fail and our t-k-covering array adequacy is quite low, we have a high percentage of t þ -cover and t Ã -cover coverage. For instance, if we examine the adequacy for t ¼ 4 for TerpPresent (Fig. 6b) . In the 3-10-covering arrays, we see that in both groups (second and last regions of this graph), our 4-10-covering array adequacy is very low (less than 20 percent), but we have 100 percent t þ -cover adequacy in the same arrays. We see lower t-cover adequacy and a midrange for t Ã -cover adequacy. This is not as obvious as the other results, as it is a stronger criterion then t-cover, but since t Ã -cover adequacy contains t þ -cover adequacy within it and this has reached 100 percent, the overall adequacy is not as low as the t-cover. If we examine the 2-10-covering arrays for both groups (first and third regions of the same graph), we have less than 5 percent 4-10-covering array adequacy but more than 60 percent t þ -cover adequacy. Once again the t Ã -cover coverage is between the t þ -cover and t-cover adequacy.
In Fig. 6c , FreeMind and Fig. 6d GanttProject, we see that the groups had slightly different overall adequacies, but the general trends are the same as that of the TerpOffice applications. Fig. 6d shows results for GanttProject. In this subject, Group 2 has an overall low adequacy, only reaching 50 percent 2 þ coverage and less than 20 percent 2-10-covering array adequacy.
In general, we can see that the t þ -cover coverage is the highest, followed by t Ã -cover, followed by t-cover. This makes sense since there are combinatorially more opportunities to cover an event-non-consecutive-t-sequence than an event-consecutive-t-sequence in a fixed length test sequence. It also suggests that the weakest test criteria (the easiest to cover) is t þ -cover, while the strongest is the t-10-covering array. This provides us with a characterization of the adequacy obtained within our original test suites, but it does not provide us information about the relative strength of fault detection for each criteria. We examine that next.
FAULT DETECTION RESULTS
We can see from the characterization of our test suites that ðt þ 1Þ þ and t þ 1-cover is often higher than the associated t-10-covering array adequacy, which means they are easier to satisfy and may be potentially useful for testing. But we do not yet know if these test suites are effective at finding faults. We now analyze the fault detection by each of the adequacy criteria from the test suites derived in Step 6, and then discuss some of the specific faults detected by our test cases.
Fault Detection and Adequacy Criteria
Figs. 7 and 8 show the average fault detection by coverage criteria for some of our subjects. For example, the upper left graph in Fig. 7 shows the results for TerpWord, Group 3. The y-axis shows the average number of faults detected across all five samples, and the x-axis shows the criteria for each strength. The graph clearly shows that t ¼ 3 coverage outperforms its t ¼ 2 counterparts. It also confirms that t þ -cover adequate test suites have the lowest fault detection while the t-10-covering array has the highest fault detection. t Ã -cover is the next strongest criteria while, t-cover falls in between the others. The other graphs (including FreeMind in Fig. 8 ) show more or less similar trends. This is consistent with our expectations for the adequacy criteria. In some cases, we see that using a medium strength criteria, t-cover or t Ã -cover provides almost the same fault detection as using a t-10-covering array (TerpPresent Group 5, TerpSpreadsheet Group 1, TerpPaint Group 4 (when t ¼ 3) and Freemind Group 3 and 6). We examine the trade-off of size below.
We see some small anomalies in the graphs where the t þ -cover adequate test suites find more faults than the ðt þ 1Þ þ -cover adequate suites. This includes TerpPresent, Group 6, and and FreeMind, Group 3. We also see an inversion for t-10-covering arrays between t ¼ 3 and t ¼ 4 for TerpSpreadSheet, Group 6. These may be due to the greedy method we used to select the test suites. Upon examining some of the t þ 1 test suites, we have found a single test case that is shared between several of the test suites for the lower coverage criteria that finds a large number of faults.
Figs. 4 and 5, presented earlier, provide cumulative fault coverage across groups for each of the adequacy criteria. The data are consistent with the individual group coverage.
The last part of our analysis examines the test suite size of the various criteria. Tables 4 and 5 show data for our subjects. In these tables, we show each subject, each group, and the average fault detection and test suite size for each coverage criteria at each strength. For instance, in TerpPaint, we can see that the t þ -cover test suite for t ¼ 2 in Group 1 contains only 43.8 test cases on average, while the t-cover contains almost four times as many (123.4). While the least expensive criterion to satisfy is t þ -cover, we also lose effectiveness. In this same subject/group, we see that the t þ -cover only detected 19 faults on average while the t-cover detected 33. One interesting observation is that the t Ã -cover suites find more faults than the t-cover in some cases. For instance, in TerpPresent, Group 8, we see this trend for both for t ¼ 2 and t ¼ 3. We find, on average, 38.6 versus 31.6 faults at t ¼ 2 when comparing t Ã -cover and t-cover and 99.6 versus 97.6 for t ¼ 3. This suggests that t þ -cover and t Ã -cover adequate test suites find different sets of faults.
In the SourceForge applications (Table 5) , the fault detection differences are not as dramatic. In fact, in GanttProject, Group 1, when t ¼ 2 we find the same three faults using t þ -cover for an average of 169 test cases, as we do for the 2-10-covering array which has almost 6,000 test cases. Only a couple of groups show weaker fault detection using t þ -cover. We see only a minor improvement using 2-10-covering array adequacy over t-cover, leading us to the conclusion that for these subjects, the weaker test criteria may be a better choice since they are almost as effective for a fraction of the cost.
Analysis of Faults Detected
To better understand the role of context on fault detection and adequacy, we analyzed the faults that were detected only by the covering array test cases. This section provides details of our analysis and findings.
FreeMind
As mentioned in Section 1, in FreeMind 0.8.0, initially launched with an existing mindmap containing at least one node loaded from a file, events e 1 : SetNodeToCloud, e 2 : NewChildNode, and e 3 : NewParentNode, executed in a sequence (either as <e 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 > or <e 2 ; e 1 ; e 3 >), result in an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException (in line 124 of ConvexHull.java). Detection of this fault requires the execution of at least these three events in a specific order, without certain interleaving events. The exception is thrown when the code attempts a Graham scan to calculate the convex hull (in method doGraham() in ConvexHull. calculateHull) when painting a currently selected cloud node's view during the creation of its new parent. Hence, e 1 is needed to change the existing node's view to cloud. Event e 2 is needed to ensure that the currently selected node is a child node; event e 3 is then performed on this selected node, which attempts to repaint the map and update the MapView. During the repainting, it invokes the paintChildren() method, which, in turn, invokes the paintClouds() method. In this method, during painting, an incorrect value of a variable M used to index an array throws the exception. Hence, the exception is thrown only when creating a parent for a currently selected child node in a mindmap that also contains a cloud node.
If another event (i.e., Undo, CloseMap, CreateNewMap, etc.) occurs somewhere in the exception-causing sequence, the new event may cause any number of changes to the GUI's state, preventing the fault from being detected-the child node may no longer be selected (if the root node is selected), it may no longer exist (if the child node is deleted or the previous operation is undone), the map may be closed (on a Close event), and so on. This fault is detected by the t ¼ 2 and t ¼ 3 test suites for FreeMind Group 3. The fact that the t ¼ 3 suite detected it is not surprising. However, t ¼ 2 also detected that it is interesting. Because all of our test cases are of length 10, this suite also covers some three-way interactions, as evident by the G3:TCA t¼2 section in Fig. 6c , one of them leading to the exception.
GanttProject
In GanttProject 2.0.1, events e 1 : NewResource (event ImportResource also works here), e 2 : NewTask, and e 3 : NewTask, executed in a sequence <e 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 >, result in a NullPointerException (Line 460 of GanttTree.java) for certain large projects. The exception is thrown only when a second NewTask event is fired before GanttProject has completely handled the first NewTask event; this only happens for large projects that impose a significant performance overhead on the underlying Java Virtual Machine.
During the execution of the exception-causing sequence, e 1 loads and sets user focus on a "resource tree." The event handler for NewTask creates a Task object and then updates a "task tree." In doing so, it invokes the setEditingTask() method to update the current editing task in the task tree, where it creates a new TreePath for the currently selected task. The user focus in the task tree is on the new task. A second NewTask event performed before the previous updates (being handled by a different thread) completely fails to switch focus to the newly formed tree node; invocation of the getSelectedTaskNode() method from setEditingTask() returns null, throwing a NullPointerException on subsequent accesses to this object's fields.
This example highlights the need for incorporating timing information in our GUI test cases-this is a subject for future work. It also shows how combining certain events together is absolutely needed to detect certain faults. If these events had not been executed consecutively, the fault would have been missed.
TerpPaint
In TerpPaint, one set of faults (86, 87, 88) was detected by several test cases in our covering array sample. These faults are all found in the handler for the event SelectEraserTool which corresponds to the method eraserActionPerformed(). The faults incorrectly change an "¼¼ " to an "! ¼ " in three different conditions in this handler to check curZoom, a property that will decide what type of cursor is to be used for the eraser tool. If curZoom ¼¼ zoom2, for example, the eraser cursor's size will be set to one size, but when curZoom ¼¼ zoom1, it will be set to a different size. When the condition results are incorrectly returned, and the eraser tool is used, different results will occur. One of the test cases from the covering array sample in Group 1 which detects this fault contains the following abstract event sequence: <TextTool, LineTool, FillWithColor, SelectDoubleZoom, EraserTool, FillWithColor, LineTool, MoveMouseInCanvas, ShowToolBar, EllipseTool>.
Upon examining the code, we realized that detection requires more than three events. First, the test case must reach the faulty statements in the code. Two events are needed for this: 1) SelectAZoomTool (there are four possibilities which correspond to zoom1, zoom2, zoom3, zoom4 for curZoom in the code); 2) SelectEraserTool. The order of these two events cannot be changed. Simply reaching this code is not enough for detection, however. The faulty behavior needs to show itself in the GUI for detection by our GUIbased test oracle. In this case, an image is needed where the EraserTool can be applied and the wrong eraser will wipe out a different part of the image. By checking the resulting image on the canvas, one can detect the fault. Here, at least two more events are needed, that is, one for setting up an image and the other for using the eraser tool (FillWithColor and MoveMouseInCanvas in our test case). Therefore, the shortest sequence that can detect this fault would be a length-four sequence. In our experiments, the GUI is started with no image (a white canvas). In the detecting test case, the FillWithColor event fills the empty canvas with the default color, which is black. After performing the EraserTool event, it moves the mouse on the canvas with the eraser tool, then, a black area will be removed (turns white). As the type (therefore the size) of eraser is incorrectly set by the fault, the resulting image is different from the expected one and the test case detects the fault.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a new family of test adequacy criteria for GUI testing. The new criteria are unique in that they allow for "context" in GUI test cases in terms of event combination strength, sequence length, and all possible positions for each event. A case study on eight applications showed that increasing event combination strength and controlling starting and ending positions of events helps to detect a large number of previously undetected faults. We abstracted our event space into a new model, a system interaction event set, that does not have strict ordering constraints so that we could leverage ideas from CIT for sampling. We then relaxed the CIT criteria to define a family of criteria with increasing coverage and cost. We believe that an important part of our future work should examine more closely the exact cost trade-off for the various types of criteria.
This work has raised many interesting questions that point to future research. In fact, we consider this as a promising starting point. We are currently examining new techniques to generate test cases that can systematically improve coverage, as specified by our new criteria; in this paper, we used subsets of larger test suites rather than directly generated the test cases. The covering array-based test case generation approach provided a good starting point, but unexecutable parts of test cases suggest that our approach needs to be augmented. In some groups, the events seem to be extremely interdependent despite our best modeling attempts; allowable sequences require precise execution orders. For such groups, we will manually construct state machines instead of automatically reverse engineered event-interaction graphs, and we are exploring a dynamic adaptive approach through the use of evolutionary algorithms [44] to discover and repair our constraints during iterative generation and execution.
All of our test cases in the case study were fixed to length 10. In the future, we will vary this length and study the impact of test-case length on faults and coverage. Finally, we currently manually partition the GUI events into groups. Future work will study the automatic partitioning of events, e.g., based on how events change the GUI's state [19] . . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
